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Police officers at the scene of a shooting near the Mandalay Bay resort and
casino on the Las Vegas Strip on Oct. 1. John Locher/AP Photos

The latest AP story: 
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LAS VEGAS (AP) - A gunman perched high on the 32nd floor of a Las Vegas Strip casino
unleashed a shower of bullets down on an outdoor country music fes�val below, killing at
least 50 people and wounding more than 200 as tens of thousands of fran�c concert-goers
screamed and ran for their lives, officials said Monday. It was the deadliest mass shoo�ng
in modern U.S. history. 

Click on Top AP News and Top AP Photos in the masthead to follow the unfolding tragedy.

-0-

Remembering two AP legends

Colleagues,

 

Good Monday morning!

 

I don't believe Richard Pyle and Lew Ferguson ever met, but what a legacy these
two Associated Press veterans have left us - not only in the work they did as
journalists but in the many people they trained and mentored who populate the AP
and other news organizations today - and are among the ranks of retirees.

 

Lew was 83 when he died August 24. He had retired in 1999 after a 42-year AP
career that included three decades as Topeka correspondent. He was a dean of AP
capitol correspondents whose signature hire was a legislative relief staffer who one
day would become AP's executive editor, Sally Buzbee.

 

Richard was also 83 at the time of his death last Thursday. He had retired from the
AP in 2009 after a 49-year career - with his signature assignment covering the
Vietnam War and directing a cadre of great journalists as Saigon bureau chief. He
was the last living AP Saigon chief.

While operating in far different arenas, they were both consummate reporters who
held government and other news sources accountable

A memorial was held Saturday for Lew in Topeka, a�ended by about 75 family and friends
including 10 AP colleagues. Speakers included three who worked for Lew in Topeka - Barry
Massey, who went on to Washington regional and Santa Fe correspondent; Bill Vogrin, who
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went on to Peoria correspondent and then became a Colorado newspaper columnist and
weekly owner, and Dan Biles, who le� journalism for the law and is a member of the Kansas
Supreme Court. 

 

AP people past and present at the memorial for Lew Ferguson. From le�: Barry Massey,
Tom Slaughter, Kia Breaux Randle, Paul Stevens, Dan Biles, John Hanna, Bill Vogrin, Peg
Coughlin, Rochelle Olson and Libby Quaid. 

On that same day came Connecting's announcement for arrangements for
Richard Pyle:

 
Viewing at the F G Guido Funeral Home at 440 Clinton St., between Carroll Street
and 1st Place, in Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn, on Tuesday at 7-9:30 p.m.,
and Wednesday at 2-5 p.m. and 7-9:30 p.m. Parking on premises and valet parking.
Subway: F Train to Carroll Street station.  Funeral home phone:  718-852-2324

 
Funeral Mass at 10:30 a.m. Thursday at Sacred Hearts-St. Stephen Church, 125
Summit Street (between Henry and Hicks), also Carroll Gardens.

 
AP photojournalist Bebeto Matthews is assisting Richard's wife Brenda Smiley in
compiling a digital album for Richard's wake. If you have any personal image(s) of
Richard you'd like to share, please send to Bebeto at - bmatthews@ap.org

 
There is one more parallel between Lew and Richard. Both were early members of
our Connecting family and provided us many great stories over the past five years.
Their dedication to sharing their stories benefited us all.

https://maps.google.com/?q=440+Clinton+St&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(718)%20852-2324
https://maps.google.com/?q=125+Summit+Street&entry=gmail&source=g
mailto:bmatthews@ap.org
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As were the issues after Lew's death filled with memories of him, today's Connecting
is dominated by your memories of Richard and what he meant to you. If you'd like to
share your thoughts, send them along. But I do urge you to take the time to read
through today's issue. Some remarkable stories about our friend.

 
Here's to the month of October!

 
Paul

 
Remembering Richard

Pyle
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Photo from Richard Pyle Papers in AP Corporate Archives

Terry Anderson (Email) - Like all of us, I was greatly saddened by the passing of
Richard Pyle. He was a great friend, and if there is such a thing as a mentor in the
AP, where newbies are usually just thrown in the deep end, he was mine. I met him
in Tokyo, my first foreign assignment, when he became Asia News Editor in I think
1979. Larger than life, most emphatic in expressing his disapproval when it was
triggered (he once kicked a wastebasket clear across the newsroom, greatly
startling our Japanese staff), he was equally generous with praise when earned.
Richard was totally dedicated to the AP.  He directed the coverage of the 1980

mailto:taa51@hotmail.com
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Richard and Peter, 1972

Kwangju insurrection in South Korea, and talked me out of resigning over a dispute
with the Foreign Desk on attribution to another major story. He remained a friend
and wise counselor for many years, long after I left the AP. His love for the AP and
his colleagues is, I think, clearly expressed in the many great obits he wrote for
those who passed before him. He will be remembered among the best the AP has
produced.

 

-0-

 

Peter Arnett (Email) - Richard Pyle passed away yesterday with Vietnam on his
mind and his wife Brenda at his bedside, and for his many pals who shared his
journalistic life in the field and in the years later, his death represents more than just
one more closing chapter in what for many of us was the defining experience of our
professional lives. From his perch after the war at AP headquarters in New York
City, Richard made it his life-time mission to assure that the contributions of all
staffers during the wire service's epic coverage of the Vietnam War would not be
forgotten, most notably in his knowledgeable, distinctive obituaries written for the
dozen or so AP Vietnam staffers who have died over the years.

 

Richard's more direct assistance to
staffers in their later years is less well
known, but I do recall our efforts in
the late 1970s to persuade the AP to
be more supportive in the search for
the missing photographer Richard
Merron. We eventually discovered his
body in the morgue of a Brooklyn
police station where it had had lain
unidentified for several months after
his apparent drowning in the Hudson
River. Richard made sure that the
various AP histories of news and
photo coverage over the years paid
sufficient homage to Vietnam
coverage.  I once described Richard as "the conscience of the AP Saigon bureau", a
phrase from which he demurred but I still feel accurately described his efforts.  In the
wider world of journalism, Richard worked to secure the rightful place of Vietnam
coverage in the historical record, and he was an influential consultant in assembling
the popular Vietnam news reporting exhibition in the Washington Newseum in recent
years.  

 

To the very end, Richard remained on track to connect with his colleagues despite
his crippling maladies, and with wife Brenda by his side negotiated the three flights
of his beloved Brooklyn apartment to lunch with concerned colleagues such as Hal
Buell, Edie Lederer and Barry Kramer who like Richard himself, knew long before
Ken Burns discovered the topic that Vietnam and America was a subject worth
remembering.  Richard's final trip was to McLean, Va, to visit the redoubtable Eva
Kim, secretary to three Saigon ambassadors but more consequential the widow of

mailto:parnett348@aol.com
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George McArthur, the smart, convivial AP and Los Angeles times reporter whose
dashing journalistic exploits persuaded Richard to became a foreign correspondent i
the first place, a decision that all who knew him are most grateful.

 

-0-

 

Hal Bock (Email) - I was shaken and saddened by the news of Richard Pyle's
death.

 

 One of my most cherished AP memories came when Richard invited me to have
lunch with him and former foreign correspondent Jim Becker, who was in NYC from
his home in Hawaii. We settled down and I went into my listen mode as these two
giants of our industry and our company began talking. There were stories galore and
I loved every minute. We were in that restaurant for better than three hours and I
wish now that I had taped it.

 

RIP, my friend.

 

-0-

 

David Briscoe (Email) -  Let me address the elephant who has just left the room
- the giant-of-a-journalist Richard "Don't Call Me Dick" Pyle. (I call him that with total
respect and affection.)

 

I want to depart just slightly from the outpouring of praise for this revered AP
reporter and editor.

 

When I first ran across Richard Pyle during a visit to the Tokyo Bureau ( or was it in
a lounge at the Tokyo Press Club?) I kind of got him mixed up with an even more
famous journalist to whom he traces a journalistic if not familial lineage - Ernie Pyle
of World War II fame.

 

This guy is a legend, I said to myself. And, indeed, he was. He was an engaging war
correspondent and story teller, both in person and in print - one of AP's best and
brightest when AP truly was the essential global news agency.

 

I didn't enjoy him much at first but quickly learned that Richard was the kind of editor
you wanted to have on the other end when you were phoning in news from the
scene. He knew all the right questions, all the right words and phrases, and he could

mailto:hbock@optonline.net
mailto:dcbriscoejr@gmail.com
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fill in all the right background before the digital AP archives and before Google. He
could squeeze the story out of the most turnip-like stringer.

 

Over five decades, Richard did credit from the desk to many an AP byline by
weaving together new facts and new perspectives even when the story hadn't
moved much but New York was crying for a night lead.

 

He played magic with incoming copy from the farthest outposts, and he always
made you feel good about the work you were doing.

 

He could be a bit cranky and seemingly over-confident as a colleague, but that
impression dissolved quickly in the crunch of news.

 

At first, when Richard came to help out with the exploding story in Manila in the mid-
1980s, as President Ferdinand E. Marcos stumbled towards the end of 20 years of
authoritarian rule with world attention on the Philippines like never before or sense, I
didn't much appreciate him.

 

I thought our bureau, with a crack local staff and some extra reporting help from
around the region, had the story right. As AP's top editor in the region, he
immediately played the role of parachute expert on everything. I recall, maybe
falsely, that he quoted both the hotel bartender and the cab-driver who brought him
to the bureau under his first byline.

 

I tried to send him out to the scene of the most tumultuous day of the People Power
uprising against Marcos, feeling he was missing out on the drama in the streets, but
he balked, saying he was much more useful in the office, taking dictation and editing
copy from our Filipino staff and great Asian-based reporters like Denis Gray and the
late Ed White who also had come to help.

 

He was right, of course.

 

Nobody was a greater asset to a bureau in the middle of a story than Richard Pyle.
And no one has more ably carried on AP's most cherished tradition from an era a
little more of which has faded with his passing.

 

His legacy? To paraphrase and optimistically apply the words of Gen. Douglas
MacArthur in his farewell address to Congress, the work of an old journalist never
dies. It just paves the way.
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Lelieu Browne (Email) - As I am reading the news of Richard Pyle's death, my
heart sank with grief.

 

It makes me think back of those years in Viet Nam and Indochina on the whole. It
was the happiest time that Malcolm cherished most. He was very fond of AP and the
friendship bound among Saigon Bureau colleagues. He always considered AP as
his second family.

 

During his last years, Malcolm was so grateful to Richard for bringing him back to
his favorite employer.  It was an emotional reunion that Richard organized for
Malcolm to meet old friends, Horst Faas, George Esper, Peter Arnett and other Viet
Nam old hands. Malcolm could never be happier to reminisce back on the old time
in Viet Nam. I also can never  forget Richard's warm friendship and generosity.

 

That is Richard, loyal, warm-hearted and inspirational.

 

Rest in peace my friend. Le Lieu

 

-0-

 

Bryan Brumley (Email) - Dick Pyle broke me into the foreign service when I
joined the Tokyo bureau back in May 1980. As news editor, he was the energetic
center of a bureau that included a pack of young journalists, plus legendary old
Asian hands like Roy Essoyan, John Roderick and Ed "Quigley" White. Pyle and
Terry Anderson wowed us with tales and hilarity when we joined them at the Foreign
Correspondents Club or a wine bar in Roppongi. And of course, the Vietnam war
was a still recent and raw memory for Pyle and the other old hands.

 

I thought I had learned a thing or two about editing during a stint on the Cables Desk
in New York, but Pyle taught me great deal more in a few months, working - if
memory serves, with typewriters, scissors and paste rather than computers.

 

He will be missed, but his raw energy and infectious grin will live on for those who
knew him.

 

-0-

mailto:lelieubr@gmail.com
mailto:bebrumley@yahoo.com
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Giovanna and Richard on his rooftop
terrace, 2014; photo by Brenda Smiley

 

Giovanna Dell'Orto (Email) - I had the privilege to sit down for long interviews
with Richard twice as I was working on the book AP Foreign Correspondents in
Action -- one interview was about Vietnam alone, and I know we barely scratched
the surface. When he and Brenda came to the book launch last year and I asked
him what he thought of it, he said there was too little about Vietnam. I apologized
and added I would be happy to talk more -- and he said he was always available for
that. 

Blunt, exacting, generous: Richard
must have been an extraordinary editor
to work for. He told me repeatedly that
his AP Saigon colleagues were "his
best friends in the world today,"
although he hated "watching the ranks
thinning."

 

After Horst Faas died, Richard said he
felt like a rooftop sniper "was picking us
off one by one." My heart is heavy that
he got you too, Richard. But, to
paraphrase from your and Horst's book
Lost Over Laos, I also cannot get rid of
the feeling that your adventures, and our conversations, simply are not over.

  

-0-

 

Mark Duncan (Email) - I only had the pleasure or working one assignment with
Richard Pyle, but the memories linger to this day.

 

In 1987, during the Iran-Iraq war, Kuwaiti oil tankers were re-flagged as US ships
bringing them under the protection of the Gulf fleet. A press pool consisting of a wire
service reporter, still photographer, radio reporter and television crew from US
organizations, was organized by the Department of Defense to provide coverage.

 

At one point I received the assignment to travel to Bahrain to represent the AP in
rotation with UPI. Richard was our print reporter there just coming off his rotation.

 

It was hot and boring for nearly two weeks until our Navy PAO (a Marine Lt. Col
whose name escapes me) called my hotel room just before sunup saying the pool
was "activated" and to report to the hotel lobby ASAP.

 

mailto:dell0014@umn.edu
mailto:markduncan@ameritech.net
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After waiting for nearly an hour, a bus picked up the UPI reporter, myself, the radio
guy and NBC crew and took us to the Navy's base in Manama.

 

We were flown to the command ship, USS LaSalle and learned in a briefing that the
Navy along with special forces had captured an Iranian ship laying anti-ship mines in
the Gulf overnight.

 

After going below deck and viewing (and photographing) the Iranian sailors detained
there, we loaded into a small boat and were taken to the captured Iran Air.

 

The ship was crawling with Navy personnel who we were warned not to photograph,
but there were about a dozen old Russian anti-ship mines on deck. Two frigates who
launched the attack loitered around the captured ship.

 

Out field trip concluded with a wet ride back to LaSalle and finally a chopper trip
back to the base on Bahrain.

 

I returned to the bureau and handed off my film to a courier to take it to Dubai for
Greg English to process and transmit. I was not allowed to "work" in Bahrain by the
government so this was the only route to get the photos out.

 

Richard was in the office in a somewhat agitated state because the UPI pool report
had not yet cleared the military censors. Sensing a loophole, he interviewed me
about the day's events and put together a story of the capture...beating the UPI pool
report by hours.

 

The story and photos (thanks again, Greg), played worldwide, especially in the
Arabic newspapers. Richard (and me to a lesser extent) got some flak from the
Navy and UPI, but they got outsmarted and could do nothing.

 

Most of my time in Bahrain was spent hanging out in the bureau (the pool went out
one last time when SecDef Weinberger visited) but I got to hear some great Richard
Pyle stories, especially about his old Vietnam colleague, George Esper, who I had
worked with briefly in Ohio and later in Somalia.

 

I never worked with Richard again, but will always remember his coolness under fire
and drive to win the play.

 

-0-
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Terry Ganey (Email) - When Richard Pyle analyzed himself over the question of
why he wanted to cover the Vietnam War, he concluded that it had a lot to do with
the experiences of his father. He related this to me in an interview more than ten
years ago, sitting at a desk at the AP headquarters in New York City.

 

"He was born in 1902 and he had missed
out on World War I and he was too old for
World War II, and I was aware that he
had suffered as a result of this privately,"
Pyle said. "He was a high school
principal. He was my high school
principal. I may be the only person I know
who went to high school where his father
was principal and survived. But he was a
great man. But he privately suffered, and
my brother and I both knew this. He had
missed out on the ultimate experience of
his generation, which was taking part in the destruction of fascism. He was a great
patriot and he believed in all this but he never said anything about it. When I was
trying to figure out why I went to Vietnam, I had to explain myself for the book, "Lost
Over Laos." So I realized that's what it was; that I had decided that I would not let
this happen to me. I would not spend the rest of my life wishing I had done
something and wondering what would have happened if I had, so I made the
decision to do it not matter what the risks were."
 
 
I interviewed Pyle on March 3, 2007, for a master's thesis, "Saigon to Baghdad:
Comparing Combat Correspondents' Experiences in Vietnam and Iraq," which I was
writing at the University of Missouri School of Journalism. Pyle generously shared
his time explaining his recollections covering the war and the differences facing
journalists in Iraq. The interview transcript runs 39 pages, single-spaced.
 
 
"There is one place where it's very different," Pyle said. "I can probably come up
with a litany of differences. One of them is they don't have the freedom to move
around. Their access to the battlefield (in Iraq), they have it, but it's tightly controlled
out of necessity rather than out of the desire of anybody to do that. They can only go
with the military if they are embedded. It's a military requirement."
 
 
He also said that vast improvements in technology made coverage of the Iraq War
more accurate. "It removes some of the excuses that reporters would have had for
making mistakes, the time lapse or bad connection or all the different things that
might have happened, or somebody at the other end having to fill in the blanks
because the whole story didn't arrive. The technology today is so different and so
advanced, it almost requires that everything to be error free."
 
 
Pyle said telling the truth about what was going on in the Vietnam War eroded
support for it back home. "There is no question that it did. One thing people in the
military tend to lose track of, I think sometimes, and so do other people in

mailto:ganeyt@missouri.edu
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government, and that is that our existence and our right to do this is essentially what
they are fighting for. It's a hard concept for some of these guys to grasp. Some of
these hard-core guys especially. And yet that's really what it's about. To me the First
Amendment is the greatest invention in the history of mankind. And everything flows
from that paragraph. Everything we are flows from that as a society. You can boil it
down to its essence, that's it. If we didn't have that, we wouldn't be who we are."
 
 
Pyle was impressed by the quality of reporting in Iraq "under these amazingly almost
crippling limitations, and I think the Baghdad reporters measure up--I don't want to
make a direct comparison--but I think it measures up admirably against what we did
in Vietnam with much freer access."
 

-0-

 

John Gaps (Email) - On the passing of Richard Pyle... probably THE archetype
AP reporter, editor and mentor. He was a wonderful, wonderful, miserable, lovely
son-of-a-bitch. Of all the times I worked with, alongside or around him, Richard
demanded excellence in himself and all of us in his proximity. His love for the AP
was only exceeded by his love for Brenda. We are all the lesser without him.

Here is a photo of one of our endless tours of the US Navy fleet in the Persian Gulf
in the late 80's. Richard would always send me to the ship's gift shop so he could
wear the proper hat while onboard. Here it was the USS Vincennes, just before it
shot down an Iranian airliner. 

mailto:johngaps@yahoo.com
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Denis Gray (Email) - Sadly,  I never worked under Richard in Vietnam although
one couldn't have asked for a better assignment than under another AP legend
George Esper. But we met many times since the Vietnam War and worked together
in Riyadh during Gulf War I where Gen. Schwarzkopf held sway.  Richard rose head
and shoulders above the swarm of reporters there, always going after and nailing
the story of the day. He did not suffer fools lightly and had many an unprintable word
for a number of the journalists who asked plainly dumb, grandstanding questions at
the general's nightly pressers. But under a lovably gruff manner, he was always
gracious and giving to his peers and serious younger journalists.  One night as I
struggled with a complex development involving oil and military strategy, Richard
gently suggested changes to my copy which went right into the heart of the matter
with great clarity and precision. I've always wished we all had such great editors.

 

Since those days, my wife and I always looked forward to our nearly annual visits to
New York when Charlie Hanley and Pam would host a dinner in their fabulous river
view apartment, inviting RIchard and Brenda and close colleagues like Larry
Heinzerling, Marcus Eliason, their wives, and Edie Lederer.  At last year's reunion,
Richard looked very frail and older than his years but had lost very little of his verve
and humor.  It was the last time I saw this wonderful reporter, human being and
friend.

mailto:denisdgray@gmail.com
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Shigeyoshi Kimura (Email) - retired friend and fellow Associated Press reporter
with Richard from his years in Tokyo - I remember him fondly, his cluttered desk,
energy, graciousness. He never tired of mentoring the local staff and was an
inspiration to us all. He joins with other late, esteemed journalists Ed White and
John Roderick in my memory. Last I saw him was a 25 Year Club party at AP New
York headquarters in 2005. We had a good time reminiscing. He gave me a copy of
his book "Lost Over Laos."  It is my treasure from him.

 

-0-

 

Valerie Komor (Email) - I first met Richard shortly after I arrived at AP in 2003. 
I'm sure it was Kelly (Tunney) who introduced us, because it was she who was
assigning writers to a new history of AP, Breaking News: How the Associated Press
Has Covered War, Peace and Everything Else (2007).

 

As the book took shape during 2005-06, the
Archives was still settling into its basement
quarters at 450 West 33rd Street.  By January of
2005, the collections had been sufficiently
organized to allow a merry band of journalists
loose upon them, but conditions were primitive. 
As there was not much heat in this cavern, some
500 feet below ground (accessible only through
a finicky freight elevator), the writers had to wear
their great coats and down jackets and be
careful not to incinerate the papers or
themselves with the portable heaters we had
provided.

 

Richard was in seventh heaven.  "Jesus Christ!"
I remember him calling out, on first seeing 1,000
linear feet of archival boxes on shelving, a vast
mother-lode of he knew not what.  "Where did all
this stuff come from?  Why didn't we know it was
here?"  And on opening folders of
correspondence, he would routinely exclaim,
"This is incredible sh---!"  And numerous
variations on same.

 

We took great pleasure in his pleasure.  He was back at the beginning and knowing
it for the first time.  He gulped it all down, expanding his already extensive bank of

mailto:kshige@amber.plala.or.jp
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knowledge about the institution and its lore.  It was he who learned the full story of
the firing of foreign correspondent Ed Kennedy in 1945, bringing it out of hiding and
onto the printed page.  He told me many times, somewhat breathlessly, "The
Archives has shown to me what I've done." But it wasn't just his personal legacy he
was referring to.  It was the entire culture of AP journalism he cared for and wanted
preserved.   

 

On leaving the Archives after a morning's visit, he would signal by saying, "Bye
Babe!  Take care of yourself!"  It was the little things, he knew, that really were the
BIG things.  That was true in his journalism and in his life.   He could read the big
picture in the smallest detail.  And he had a great heart.

 

I mourn my friend.

---

Here is one of Richard's trademark stories (from his 2007 oral history interview):

Jack Reynolds (of NBC-TV) collected porcelain and one day he invited Bernie Kalb
of  CBS who was visiting [Saigon] to look at his porcelain collection.  Bernie was an
expert on the stuff and Jack says, "I want you to look at my porcelain collection."  
Bernie says, "Be happy to look at it, Jack."  He goes through, he picks each piece
up and examines it, looks at it, dings it like ding, you know, that sort of thing, stands
back and says, "Jack it's all shit."  {Laughs}

 

And Reynolds also bought this honey bear, it's kind of a sloth type animal, at the
animal market, and this thing was around the bureau and it would go up and walk
and stroke your face with its little paw like this and one day somebody said to Jack,
Jack Reynolds, "Listen there's a lot of rabies here.  You should take this thing down
to the medical clinic and get an anti-rabies shot."  Good idea.

 

So Jack has this thing on a leash and he takes it out in the street, hails one of these
little Saigon taxis, little Renault taxis and puts this honey bear in the backseat and
the honey bear goes crazy and they slam the door and the honey bear is inside the
cab and the driver jumps out.  Here's this taxicab sitting in the middle of the busiest
intersection in  Saigon with this crazy honey bear in the backseat tearing the thing
apart and the driver's screaming at Jack and Jack is standing there in the street not
knowing what to do.  And the taxi finally ran out of gas before they could figure out
what the hell to do with this thing.  I don't remember exactly how it was resolved.....

 

-0-
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Edie Lederer (Email) - Richard Pyle was a warrior for the AP and its commitment
to fairness and accuracy, standards he saw deteriorating elsewhere in this new era
of "fake news" and media manipulation. Even after his retirement, the AP remained
a dominant part of his life, and like a hawk he kept watch to ensure that the news
agency he devoted his life to remained true to those standards.

 

I first met Richard in 1971 when I arrived in Saigon as a tourist on an around-the-
world vacation from my job at AP in San Francisco. A year later, I was back in
Saigon, this time as the first woman assigned full-time to cover the Vietnam War,
and Richard was my boss.

 

Twenty years later, I learned that Richard was instrumental in my assignment to
Vietnam - so in many ways I owe my career as a foreign correspondent and war
correspondent to him.

 

We remained close friends for over 45 years, sharing the ups and downs in our
lives, and going out in an eternal search for the best Chinese and Vietnamese
restaurants. For my birthday this year we were at Joe Allen's, one of his favorite
Manhattan haunts. He hosted the annual Fourth of July bash on his deck that he
and Brenda threw every year.

 

And last month, when Linda Deutsch was visiting, we went to brunch with Richard
and Brenda in Brooklyn where I taped him talking about his early life, which he
wanted in his obituary. It's at least 2,000 words, and he hadn't finished.

 

Richard knew his health was failing but he was a fighter until his last breath, just as
he fought in his long journalistic career to be first for AP. Brenda told me last night
that his doctor couldn't believe that he survived so long with such serious lung
disease. Those who knew and loved him knew he would never give up.

 

His death leaves a big hole in my life. He was in many ways my brother, my
confidante, a man whose intellectual depth I admired and whose journalistic skills
and beautiful writing were a joy to read. I know that he has gone to join the Hall of
Fame of journalists in heaven, where he will, I'm sure, be welcomed by many of our
beloved colleagues.

 

-0-

 

Jim Limbach (Email) - I met Dick briefly while in Tokyo covering the 1986
Economic Summit.

mailto:elederer@ap.org
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What I remember most was his sense of humor when, owing to his many foreign
assignments, he quipped that if he ever wrote a memoir, he would title it, "What
Time Is It There?"

 

-0-

 

James Palmer (Email) - I worked with Richard in Washington DC for a couple
years, and later in Tokyo where I was Asia Photo Editor. Here is artwork by the
multi-talented Richard Pyle drawn on a placement during lunch at the Foreign
Correspondents Club of Japan in Tokyo, 1984.

 

-0-

 

Michael Putzel (Email) - When I stepped off the Pan Am plane that brought me
to Vietnam the first time in the fall of 1969, a small crowd of greeters was assembled
on the tarmac between the new arrivals from the plane and the obligatory customs
and immigration officials waiting for us inside the terminal at Saigon's Tan Son Nhut
(now Tan Son Nhat) Airport.  There was a war on, but only one person was wearing
a helmet. He had on a civilian "TV shirt" with epaulets and multiple pockets,
including one for pens on the left sleeve and another for cigarettes on the right. I
was already nervous about my new assignment as a war correspondent and

mailto:jimmah73@gmail.com
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probably took little comfort in hearing the guy with the steel pot on his head call out
my name. I headed for him, and he introduced himself as the AP bureau's news
editor, known then as "Dick" Pyle. Pyle shucked the helmet with a smile, saying he
had borrowed it from a military policeman because it bore my initials, MP, in large,
white capital letters on the front. I'd never been welcomed that way before.

 

It was the beginning of a friendship and collaboration that endured for nearly a half
century.

 

Richard, as he later insisted he be called because "I always hated being known as a
dick," was as passionate as anyone I have ever known about getting the story right.
We didn't always agree, but I never thought for one moment he had any motive
other than to make a story stronger and more accurate. He could also make it read
better. His memory for detail was exquisite-and not limited to stories he covered. He
knew endless facts about Civil War battles and how they were covered, Amelia
Earhart's last flight and the life and death of Ernie Pyle (to whom he was sometimes
compared and for whom he was occasionally mistaken).

 

The intensity of covering big stories got him ramped up to fever pitch that could
explode into rage if New York cut too much detail out of a war roundup or softened a
lede he had crafted to a razor's edge. Pressure excited him and sometimes made
him calm when others were losing it.

 

One of my worst moments was in calling the bureau from a remote military base
over a crackling and uncertain military phone line to report that our beloved
colleague and friend Henri Huet had been shot down in Laos in February 1971 with
three other news photographers. I asked for Pyle, by then the bureau chief, and
shouted my news as loudly and slowly as I could while he typed the words he could
hear through the static.

 

"I had never done anything like it before and have not since," he wrote decades later
in the book Lost Over Laos. It should have been difficult, writing through tears. But
the words rolled out of my typewriter like any other breaking story."

 

Nearly three years later, in the Washington bureau, his fingers failed him on a world-
shattering scoop. He was checking reports that Vice President Spiro Agnew, under
investigation for taking cash kickbacks when he was governor of Maryland, had
been seen entering a federal courthouse in Baltimore. Pyle called the vice
president's office, where a sobbing secretary told him the vice president had just
resigned. Richard immediately informed the assistant bureau chief, Walter Mears,
what he had just learned; Mears ordered a halt in filing to the wire to await a bulletin.
Pyle turned to his typewriter to slam out the words, but his fingers all hit the
keyboard simultaneously and jammed the keys. Without a pause, Mears rolled a
piece of paper into his own machine and took Pyle's dictation: "WASHINGTON (AP)
- Vice President Spiro Agnew resigned Wednesday, his secretary said."
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Richard was mostly a hard-news guy, but we spent six months together on a single
investigative story when AP's leadership decided that Senator Edward M. Kennedy
was likely to run for president in 1976 and we needed to clear up the many
questions surrounding Kennedy's fatal automobile accident on Chappaquiddick
Island off Martha's Vineyard, Mass., on July 18, 1969. A young woman who had
worked for the senator's murdered brother, Robert Kennedy, drowned in the car as
Edward Kennedy escaped. The resulting 10,000-word story, which may still hold the
record for length of a single story on the AP wire, concluded that Kennedy's leaving
the scene, ostensibly to report the accident, could not have happened as the
senator described it. Richard, however, was never satisfied with getting all those
words on the wire because there were still some facts we could never pin down.

 

He had a great touch writing obituaries, especially but not exclusively of AP
colleagues and had a knack for picking anecdotes that beautifully illustrated the life
of his subject. He kept them up even after his retirement. I told him I hoped he would
someday write mine.

 

-0-

 

Carl Robinson (Email) - I'd just been wondering about Richard in recent days
and if maybe we'd catch up again on our next trip back to the US from Australia,
always a highlight.  But, damn, it'd already stretched into four years as we grew
increasingly out of touch with a bad fall and then his illnesses.  I only heard second-
hand and the news wasn't good.  And how I missed his long & rambling emails on
everything imaginable and his constant behind-the-scenes encouragement of my
nurturing of the Google Group 'Vietnam Old Hacks' of those who covered the war.  

 

And Pyle didn't forget us in his own Obit -- and how many he wrote of our dead
colleagues over the years -- with this graf sadly cut from the final AP story, with
thanks to Charles Hanley.

 

Pyle is survived by his wife, actress-writer Brenda Smiley. He also leaves behind a
cadre of "Old Hacks," as they call themselves, friends from the Vietnam days and
elsewhere in a lifetime in the front lines of American journalism.

 

mailto:robinsoncarl88@gmail.com
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AP Saigon staff - Richard is in the middle of the photo.

Goateed and bug-eyed with a mischievous grin, there was always a laugh just up
ahead and never a temper tantrum from Pyle.  Ah, the confidences we shared,
laughter over the foibles of our fellows everywhere and a shared passion for details,
especially about the Vietnam War.   He was real stickler for getting things right. 
Those damned lower graf 'summary grafs' about the war, eg Hanoi's supposed
'carpet bombing' or other sloppy mistakes, were a guaranteed zinger from Pyle to
the AP Newsdesk, even in his retirement.       
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At meet-ups over the post-war years, I was always half-embarrassed when he
proudly introduced me to others as his 'consigliere' about Vietnam and all things
Vietnamese.  I was already in South Vietnam for four years as a civilian adviser
before joining AP's Saigon Bureau after Tet '68 and just did that naturally.  He
already knew Asia from his time in Japan and we bonded quickly over a home-
cooked spread of Vietnamese delicacies for him & others prepared by my young
wife Kim-Dung (pronounced 'Yung') at our Saigon home. 

 

In contrast to our more distant other correspondents and bureau chiefs, Richard was
adored by the Vietnamese staff, especially photographer Dang Van Phuoc who lost
an eye in combat up near Danang not long after his arrival in-country.  And they too
have mourned his loss in recent days, praying and burning incense on their own
ancestor altars.  An early test for Pyle as Bureau Chief, however, came when one
particular seemingly-indispensable English-speaking staffer was threatening a staff
walk-out over a pay dispute.  Working together and with back-channel tip-offs from
other local staffers, we deftly defused the situation without the agitator losing too
much face but learned to expand our resources and less dependent on just one
local staffer and his sources.          

 

But aware of my long background & knowledge about Vietnam, he did more than
anyone to encourage me off the AP Photos desk writing captions & editing film for
Horst Faas and into full-time writing, indeed my life's calling.  And what a way he
had of teaching and the almost artistic way he'd look over copy and then masterfully
edit it with strokes of the pen and clear & concisely written words.  He'd take my
2000-word piece on South Vietnamese politics and slam it down to a readable 600-
800 words.  My beat became the civilian side of the Vietnam War, including politics,
refugees and even the economy.    

 

Richard Pyle was my professor at what we jokingly called the Saigon School of
Journalism.   The most remarkable thing about Richard, however, was his modesty. 
He wasn't gunning for a Pulitzer.  He never put on airs.  He loathed the arrogance of
the NYT and other big-name types.  Just a hard-working wire service guy.  A team
leader.  Always ready to give a hand.   He taught me how to write and the highest
compliment when I wrote something 'profound' on Old Hacks or elsewhere, like in a
couple books, was the reminder, 'Don't forget.  I taught you how to write.'   And, yes,
he certainly gave me to confidence to do so.

 

Over the decades since the Vietnam War and especially with me settled in Australia
in my post-AP days after 1978, we frequently dropped out of touch as one does,
distracted by more pressing matters, like that monster History of AP book.  And then
a burst of words.  In letters and later in-person Pyle emotionally described his and
Horst Faas' finding the helicopter crash site of AP photographer Henri Huet and
others in southern Laos in 1998 as the most spiritual experience of his life and which
led not just to the best book about those who covered the war, 'Lost over Laos', but
links and connections he'd never imagined, including the families of the South
Vietnamese pilots involved.  How he cherished those memories!
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Once, I hadn't heard from Pyle for a while and wondered I'd angered or annoyed
him with something I'd written -- and he'd cut me off.   But, no, he always assured
me after sometimes long silences, "You are a Permanent Friend."   And, damn, how
many of those do you have in your life?   I have lost not just a former colleague --
but one of my best-ever friends and feel blessed.

 

-0-

 

Mort Rosenblum (Email) -  In the early 70s, Pyle used to joke that he was the
most important man in the world. Vietnam was the biggest story, he figured, about
which AP was the world's main source of news. And he was AP's Saigon bureau
chief. We teased him a lot about grand pretensions. But looking back at the
essence, Pyle had a point.

 

Thumb-sucking commentators back in Washington wrote about the war based on
military reports and guesswork. Pyle and his remarkable cast of reporters and
photographers lived it. As we remember his humanity, his commitment to fallen
friends, we should not forget his professional contribution to the world. Pyle, as a
wire animal, steered clear of giving answers. But he asked the right questions. His
up-close reporting and analyses made reality plain about lights at the end of tunnels.

 

As America stumbled into subsequent wars, Pyle was there to avoid giving answers
but to ask the right questions. During the first Gulf War, I was in Dhahran writing
leads while Pyle was with top brass in Riyadh. A sharp-eyed pool photographer
returned from a pool to the Marines' base and showed me pictures of silver canisters
slung under the wings of a Harrier Jump Jet. I asked Pyle to get confirmation U.S.
troops were using napalm. Within minutes, he had the Marine commander on
record. Napalm was used against "materiel, not personnel." And Pyle explained
what happens in a bunker when personnel are anywhere near materiel. That's just a
vignette to reflect a big picture. No military flimflam conned Pyle. He didn't cheerlead
or criticize, but he pulled no punches in telling it straight. And he never let up.

 

Pyle's friends will miss him because he was Pyle, a generous friend, amusingly
acerbic yet full of fun, who we counted on to survive us to write our obits. But
everyone else has lost the reporter who for a few years had a claim to being the
most important person in the world. He showed America an unwinnable war for what
it was. Imagine if more people had paid closer attention. 

 

-0-

 

Mike Tharp (Email) -   -17-
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I met Pyle in the early '80s when he came to Tokyo to be Asia News Editor. At first
we were compatriots more than friends. He'd eye me with that baleful stare, over a
table at the main bar of the Foreign Correspondents Club of Japan. Mephistopheles,
I thought.

 

We circled each other like wary dogs for quite a while. I was at the small party when
Richard took his last drink.
 
 
Our friendship followed and deepened. We talked Nam, where he'd spent five times
as long as I did. We talked words and punctuation and style, all dear to us both.
Soon Richard joined the AP pantheon of True Gentlemen of the East I was
privileged to know in Tokyo: Roy Essoyan, Max Desfor, John Roderick, Ed White.
 
 
In the '90s we repatriated, Richard to the East Coast, me to the West. We were
kilometers from each other during the Persian Gulf War, Richard in Dhahran, me
near the Iraq border in Saudi.
 
 
We stayed in Telex touch after that, then email, then phone.
 
 
We met in person again in March 2010 at the Overseas Press Club's 'Japan Hands'
event in midtown Manhattan.  Pyle helped plan it. Some 80 hacks and their spousal
units showed up. Bill Holstein of the OPC asked me to talk about covering Japan in
the '70s and '80s - 'what you can remember of it.'
 
 
With beaucoup inputted help I spoke about stories and newsies from those decades,
including an almost annual attempt by Pyle to get elected president of the Foreign
Correspondents Club of Japan-probably the only thing he never achieved in our
business. My line, 'He was the Harold Stassen of Japan,' got laughs, mainly from
Richard.
 
 
I treasure a photo from that gig. It shows me rearing back, laughing, as Terry
Anderson listens to a tale told by my WSJ successor in Tokyo, Urb Lehner, as Pyle
watches us all, ready to correct a fact or improve a phrase.
 
 
In September of that year, as executive editor of the Merced Sun-Star, I was able to
reprint Pyle's extraordinary story about covering 9/11, first from Brooklyn, then from
as close to Ground Zero as he could walk. We published several photos from his
wife Brenda Smiley. They both were grateful.
 
 
We emailed a few times a month, writing about everything from the correspondent
who rode to Custer's last stand to Richard's obit of Hugh Mulligan to a note I'd sent
to Ed White just before he died to Richard's namesake Ernie.  Richard and I talked
off and on after that. The last time was in January. I interviewed him for AARP
Magazine for a piece called 'Battlefield Buddies.' It was about Richard's friendship
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with photographer Larry Burrows, killed when his chopper was shot down over Laos.
The story runs in the October/November issue.
 
 
Now I am sad that it will serve as one of his obits.
 
 
And that -17- at the top? Pyle taught me that. It means 'All Hands.'  All hands will
miss Richard Pyle.
 
 
-0-
 

Marty Thompson (Email) - Richard Pyle made his colleagues proud to be a part
of the AP.

 

There was his enthusiasm: For the news and the AP. For stories small and large.
For the words with which he crafted stories that earned the admiration of us all. The
spirit mirrored by the glint in his eyes.

 

Charlie Hanley, himself a great writer, captured Richard so well in his story on a life
and career well-lived.

 

-0-

Washington Post:

mailto:martythompson@hotmail.com
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Connecting mailbox

Kate Webb honored
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Michael Feinsilber (Email) - Most reporters covering Vietnam in the late 1960s
knew Kate Webb, a courageous Australian with a whispery voice. In 1967, at age 23
she flew to Saigon on a one-way ticket and persuaded UPI bureau chief Gene
Risher to hire her, first as a stringer and later as a staffer. This AFP story airbrushes
out the fact that her entire Vietnam reporting career, including a few near-death
experiences, occurred while she was on UPI's payroll. Her chapter in "War Torn:
Stories of War from the Women Reporters Who Covered Vietnam," published by
Random House in 2002, is a fascinating account - part sheer courage, part hair-
raising. Kate died of bowel cancer in May, 2007 at age 64.        

 

Click here for a link to the story.         

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday

mailto:mikefeinsilber@gmail.com
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nRAHHeCxBEaUW0Dck1ZeeAO2I-fYREUxnsiO0ka4DsgiYy96Z0N98yfXbJu43LIDVVUyTkn-Q_3Tr7p39sFlM5yB52ss1WQYM_BYvWLzHrwaSbZPVqMsIwiUiD3rXr9l6cTMMzpLEMMbXcPe2L_l3HtAabw7vuOEE8UOYt4Ry06W0zCHOkkJI-NTZYDmFZn5iZDok53KVqQp_Dsw7ugjOx26Jep4521leHB6caUteTTzGNJqOj-30w==&c=9w7wJvRqx2hfNWAsE53UpGsYBbI2WStNVGv0oNbBDySG2zFdFcS22g==&ch=ckMe9bgGsk6mzzaCBUTo3wYrFV_HYeCb28swuJ89f_ZSzq99Hd2C4Q==
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To

 
Peter Leabo - peter.leabo@gmail.com

 

Charlotte Porter - charlotte.porter@yahoo.com
 

 
Welcome to Connecting

  

Francesco Marconi - fmarconi@ap.org
 

Stories of interest
 

mailto:peter.leabo@gmail.com
mailto:charlotte.porter@yahoo.com
mailto:fmarconi@ap.org
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Hurricane Harvey: EPA finds damage to sites
after slamming AP reporter for toxic waste
story (Newsweek)

 

After criticizing an AP report, EPA finds damage and leak at a toxic waste site
caused by Hurricane Harvey

 

The Environmental Protection Agency, which slammed an Associated Press (AP)
reporter's story on flooded Houston-area Superfund toxic waste sites as "yellow
journalism" after Hurricane Harvey, now admits the dangerous spills occurred.

 

On Thursday, the EPA said it found damage and toxic material exposed at the San
Jacinto River Waste Pits site, one of seven Superfund locations AP writer Michael
Biesecker revealed was covered by floodwaters, in a report the agency had derided.

 

Read more here. Shared by Richard Chady.

-0-

S.I. Newhouse Jr., Who Turned Condé Nast
Into a Magazine Powerhouse, Dies at 89  (New York
Times)

 

S. I. Newhouse Jr., who as the owner of The New Yorker, Vogue, Vanity Fair,
Architectural Digest and other magazines wielded vast influence over American
culture, fashion and social taste, died on Sunday at his home in Manhattan. He was
89.

 

His family announced his death.

 

Mr. Newhouse, known as Si, and his younger brother, Donald, inherited an
impressive publishing empire from their father, Samuel I. Newhouse, and built it into
one of the largest privately held fortunes in the United States, with estimates of the
family wealth running over $12 billion at the turn of the 21st century. While Donald
led the more profitable newspaper and cable television operations, Si took charge of
the more glamorous magazine division, Condé Nast.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nRAHHeCxBEaUW0Dck1ZeeAO2I-fYREUxnsiO0ka4DsgiYy96Z0N98yfXbJu43LIDRBeVV2RcLMPl6gGFt_jx-jOUdMsrkbZ9mOVSlmwcdpn_eR4FmGcziFVhCvz4nV3t-usBEhE-uUvT-TTCTCjQPTlZhsXyao8VCWHLCBvbl2NI53rL_6RH-ibqPkPnR0LT1YgGLJ0ChUEt2-wQgMvwzs8SqFZWdM6pxqou-yeNExFfNHBaG8bC3dGqRI2jsPKK0XhhE1nzZBKT7lZxVoTokTdeUvqEuhML&c=9w7wJvRqx2hfNWAsE53UpGsYBbI2WStNVGv0oNbBDySG2zFdFcS22g==&ch=ckMe9bgGsk6mzzaCBUTo3wYrFV_HYeCb28swuJ89f_ZSzq99Hd2C4Q==
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Read more here.

 

Today in History - October 2, 2017

  

By The Associated Press
 
Today is Monday, Oct. 2, the 275th day of 2017. There are 90 days left in the year.

 

Today's Highlight in History:

 

On Oct. 2, 1967, Thurgood Marshall was sworn as an associate justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court as the court opened its new term.

 

On this date:

 

In 1780, British spy John Andre was hanged in Tappan, New York, during the
Revolutionary War.

 

In 1835, the first battle of the Texas Revolution took place as American settlers
fought Mexican soldiers near the Guadalupe River; the Mexicans ended up
withdrawing.

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nRAHHeCxBEaUW0Dck1ZeeAO2I-fYREUxnsiO0ka4DsgiYy96Z0N98yfXbJu43LIDThS6ox_SoDqPLfutjtJcQ4zAwfQhEh1YmeNx2B_iwzC2lHgBwVTunz3WbqBmjtd1Hc8hT0T6y3GOf-GSnVtrJh7URib1iDnN-ucnIs3RfsAiew04NcAkSHNrBy_im_j536u1zBaFoWkTa-_b3BfyI1rgk5SloXnF8QLi0XWEYNtt8MjGWe6p1hyU5LO7OlI3gOSKczxvBup06GDisnHQlBFSh25eQxq7nWgL2AExPOWq_Tf_001Az66uo84T6H0jF2KqvFH4Y2vSRsROxrbayA==&c=9w7wJvRqx2hfNWAsE53UpGsYBbI2WStNVGv0oNbBDySG2zFdFcS22g==&ch=ckMe9bgGsk6mzzaCBUTo3wYrFV_HYeCb28swuJ89f_ZSzq99Hd2C4Q==
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In 1919, President Woodrow Wilson suffered a serious stroke at the White House
that left him paralyzed on his left side.

 

In 1939, the Benny Goodman Sextet (which included Lionel Hampton) made its first
recording, "Flying Home," for Columbia.

 

In 1941, during World War II, German armies launched an all-out drive against
Moscow; Soviet forces succeeded in holding onto their capital.

 

In 1944, German troops crushed the two-month-old Warsaw Uprising, during which
a quarter of a million people had been killed.

 

In 1950, the comic strip "Peanuts," created by Charles M. Schulz, was syndicated to
seven newspapers.

 

In 1959, Rod Serling's "The Twilight Zone" made its debut on CBS-TV with the
episode "Where Is Everybody?" starring Earl Holliman.

 

In 1975, President Gerald R. Ford formally welcomed Japan's Emperor Hirohito to
the United States during a ceremony on the South Lawn of the White House.

 

In 1985, actor Rock Hudson, 59, died at his home in Beverly Hills, California, after
battling AIDS.

 

In 1996, an AeroPeru Boeing 757 crashed into the Pacific Ocean, killing all 61
passengers and nine crew members on board.

 

In 2002, the Washington, D.C.-area sniper attacks began, setting off a frantic
manhunt lasting three weeks. (John Allen Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo were
finally arrested for 10 killings and three woundings; Muhammad was executed in
2009; Malvo was sentenced to life in prison.)

 

Ten years ago: Blackwater chairman Erik Prince, testifying before the House
Oversight and Government Reform Committee, vigorously rejected charges that
guards from his private security firm had acted recklessly while protecting State
Department personnel in Iraq and Afghanistan. Five workers were found dead 1,000
feet inside an empty underground water tunnel following a chemical fire at a
Colorado hydroelectric plant. A federal jury in New York ordered the owners of the
New York Knicks to pay $11.6 million to former team executive Anucha Browne
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Sanders, concluding she'd been sexually harassed and fired out of spite. Tony
Award-winning actor George Grizzard died in New York at age 79.

 

Five years ago: On the eve of the first presidential debate of the 2012 campaign,
Vice President Joe Biden said the middle class had been "buried" during the last
four years, a statement Republicans immediately seized upon as an unwitting
indictment of the Obama administration.

 

One year ago: Colombians rejected a peace deal with leftist rebels by a razor-thin
margin in a national referendum, scuttling years of painstaking negotiations and
delivering a stunning setback to President Juan Manuel Santos. The Americans won
a 17-11 victory over Europe in the Ryder Cup, their biggest rout in 35 years. Hall of
Fame broadcaster Vin Scully signed off for the last time, ending 67 years behind the
mic for the Dodgers, as he called the team's 7-1 loss to the Giants in San Francisco.

 

Today's Birthdays: Country singer-musician Leon Rausch (Bob Wills and the Texas
Playboys) is 90. Retired MLB All-Star Maury Wills is 85. Movie critic Rex Reed is 79.
Singer-songwriter Don McLean is 72. Cajun/country singer Jo-el Sonnier (sahn-
YAY') is 71. Actor Avery Brooks is 69. Fashion designer Donna Karan is 69.
Photographer Annie Leibovitz is 68. Rock musician Mike Rutherford (Genesis, Mike
& the Mechanics) is 67. Singer-actor Sting is 66. Actress Robin Riker is 65. Actress
Lorraine Bracco is 63. Country musician Greg Jennings (Restless Heart) is 63. Rock
singer Phil Oakey (The Human League) is 62. Rhythm-and-blues singer Freddie
Jackson is 61. Singer-producer Robbie Nevil is 59. Retro-soul singer James Hunter
is 55. Former NFL quarterback Mark Rypien is 55. Rock musician Bud Gaugh
(Sublime, Eyes Adrift) is 50. Folk-country singer Gillian Welch is 50. Country singer
Kelly Willis is 49. Actor Joey Slotnick is 49. Rhythm-and-blues singer Dion Allen (Az
Yet) is 47. Actress-talk show host Kelly Ripa (TV: "Live with Kelly and Ryan") is 47.
Singer Tiffany is 46. Rock singer Lene Nystrom is 44. Actor Efren Ramirez is 44.
Rhythm-and-blues singer LaTocha Scott (Xscape) is 44. Gospel singer Mandisa (TV:
"American Idol") is 41. Actress Brianna Brown is 38. Rock musician Mike Rodden
(Hinder) is 35. Tennis player Marion Bartoli is 33. Actor Christopher Larkin is 30.
Rock singer Brittany Howard (Alabama Shakes) is 29. Actress Samantha Barks is
27. Actress Elizabeth McLaughlin is 24.

 

Thought for Today: "There's one way to find out if a man is honest - ask him. If
he says 'yes,' you know he is crooked." - Groucho Marx, American comedian
(born this date in 1890, died in 1977).

Got a story or photos to share?
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Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec�ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
 
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career. 

- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual,
off the wall story that you covered.

- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.

- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.

- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?

- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.

- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec�ng newsle�er
paulstevens46@gmail.com

Connecting newsletter, 14719 W 79th Ter, Lenexa, KS 66215
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